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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the inverse problem of estimating the tractions on the boundary
of an elastic body from displacement information observed at interior points. The problem
arises, for instance, when estimating the tractions and the position where they are applied
on the surface of a tactile sensor made of elastic body, from displacement observations
obtained by ultrasonic cells inside the sensor body [1, 2]. We will formulate this inverse
problem using the three-dimensional Boundary Element Method (BEM) and propose an al-
gorithm to solve it. Finally, we will demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the algorithm through
some numerical experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

Previous research on inverse analysis in elastostatics have mainly dealt with estimating
unknown boundary quantities (displacement and/or traction) from over-speci�ed bound-
ary conditions for two-dimensional elasticity such as in [3] or [4]. In this paper we will
deal with the inverse problem of identifying boundary tractions from displacement obser-
vations at internal points. Related work has been done in [5], where displacements on the
boundary are estimated using displacement information at interior points using BEM for
plane elasticity. The present work identi�es concentrated tractions and the positions where
they are applied on the boundary of a three-dimensional elastostatic body with the aim of
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applying it to tactile sensors [6, 7].

THE FORWARD PROBLEM

Let � = �(N) [ �(D) be the boundary of the region (elastic body) 
 � R
3; where

traction is given on �(N) and displacement is given on �(D). Assume that � is discretized
into boundary elements �i (1 � i � N): The boundary conditions for the forward problem
(cf. Fig. 1) of determining the displacement at given interior (observation) points when
tractions � j (j = 1; :::;m0) are applied at points xj (boundary elements �nj) (j = 1; :::;m0)

on �(N) is given as follows.

8><
>:

On �nj � �(N) (Representative position of�nj : xnj) : t = � j (j = 1; :::;m0):
On boundary elements in �(N)other than�nj (j = 1; :::;m0) : t = 0:
On elements in �(D) : u = 0:

Here, t and u are the traction and displacement on the boundary, respectively.
Solving this forward problem by the boundary element method, one �rst obtains the

unknown traction on �(D) and unknown displacement on �(N). Then, the displacement at
an arbitrary point in 
 can be determined.
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Figure 1: The forward problem.

THE INVERSE PROBLEM

Next, we will consider the corresponding inverse problem of estimating the tractions and
the positions where they are applied on the boundary, from information of displacement
at interior (observation) points.

The problem is not an imaginary one. For instance, in the tactile sensor made of elastic
material proposed in [1, 2], the ultrasound displacement sensor imbedded in an elastic body
detects the displacement at an interior point due to the contact traction on the surface
of the elastic body with high precision. From this internal displacement information, the
surface traction and its point of application must be estimated in real time.

The boundary and internal conditions for this inverse problem (cf. Fig.2) are given as
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follows.8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

Boundary Condition
On boundary elements in �(N) other than�nj (j = 1; :::; m0) : t = 0:
where the tractions are applied

On boundary elements in �(D) : u = 0:
Internal Condition
At interior points zi 2 
(i = 1; � � � ;m) : u = ûi:

Here, ûi denotes the given (observed) displacement at the internal point zi:
In this paper, we will formulate this problem using the boundary element method, and

then propose an algorithm for the solution of the inverse problem.
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Figure 2: The inverse problem.

THE BOUNDARY ELEMENT FORMULATION OF THE FORWARD PROBLEM

The Boundary Integral Equation

The boundary integral equation for isotropic linear elastostatic materials is given by

1

2
u�(x) + c.p.

Z
�
t���(x; y)u�(y) d�(y) =

Z
�
u���(x;y)t�(y) d�(y) (� = 1; 2; 3); (1)

where the boundary � is assumed to be smooth at x, and the body force has been ne-
glected [8]. u� and t� are the displacement and traction components, respectively, and
Einstein's summation convention for repeated indices are used. u���(x;y), t���(x;y) are
the fundamental displacement and traction components, respectively.

Discretization Using Boundary Elements

The boundary � is then discretized intoN planar boundary elements, and the boundary
integral equation (1) is approximated as follows by the collocation method, where the
displacement u and t are assumed to be constant on each element.

1

2
u�(xi) + c.p.

NX
j=1

u�(xj)
Z
�j
t���(xi;y) d�(y) =

NX
j=1

t�(xj)
Z
�j
u���(xi; y) d�(y)
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(� = 1; 2; 3; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N) (2)

Here, xi is the node representing the i-th element. Let the 3 � 3 matrices Hij = (hij��)
and Gij = (gij��), where

hij�� =
Z
�j
t���(xi; y) d�(y); gij�� =

Z
�j
u���(xi;y) d�(y);

and let I be the 3 � 3 identity matrix. Also let ti = (t�(xi)) and ui = (u�(xi)): Then,
equation (2) can be written in matrix form as2

664
1
2
I +H11 � � � H1N

...
. . .

...
HN1 � � � 1

2
I +HNN

3
775
2
664
u1
...
uN

3
775 =

2
664

G11 � � � G1N
...

. . .
...

GN1 � � � GNN

3
775
2
664
t1
...
tN

3
775 : (3)

Here, Hij and Gij are known quantities, and from the boundary condition of the forward
problem, either u or t is given at each node. Hence, one can determine the unknown
displacements and tractions from equation (3). That is, denoting the set of nodes with
known displacement and unknown traction by 1, and the set of nodes with unknown
displacement and known traction by 2, equation (3) can be rewritten as"

~H11
~H12

~H21
~H22

# "
U1

U2

#
=

"
~G11

~G12

~G21
~G22

# "
T 1

T 2

#
;

where, for instance, U 1 is the displacement vectors u(x) of the set of nodes 1 aligned in a
column. Thus, we obtain the system of linear equations"

~G11 � ~H12

~G21 � ~H22

# "
T 1

U 2

#
=

"
~H11 � ~G12

~H21 � ~G22

# "
U1

T 2

#
;

and the unknown T 1 and U 2 are given by

"
T 1

U 2

#
=

"
~G11 � ~H12

~G21 � ~H22

#
�1 " ~H11 � ~G12

~H21 � ~G22

# "
U1

T 2

#
; (4)

so that the displacement and traction at all the boundary nodes can be determined.

Computation of Displacement at an Interior Point

Similar to the boundary integral equation (1), the displacement at a point z interior to
the region 
 is given by

u�(z) +
Z
�
t���(z;y)u�(y) d�(y) =

Z
�
u���(z; y)t�(y) d�(y) (� = 1; 2; 3): (5)

Using the same discretization as in equation (2), equation (5) can be approximated by

u�(z) +
NX
i=1

u�(xi)
Z
�i
t���(x; z) d�(x) =

NX
i=1

t�(xi)
Z
�i
u���(x;z) d�(x) (� = 1; 2; 3):

De�ning the 3� 3 matrices Hi(z) = (hi��(z)) and Gi(z) = (gi��(z)); where

hi��(z) =
Z
�i
t���(z;y) d�(y); gi��(z) =

Z
�i
u���(z;y) d�(y);
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the displacement at the internal point z is approximated by

u(z) = [�H1(z) � � � �HN(z)]

2
664
u1
...
uN

3
775+ [G1(z) � � � GN(z)]

2
664
t1
...
tN

3
775 ; (6)

using the displacement and traction at each boundary node, which was given by equation
(4).

ALGORITHM FOR THE INVERSE ANALYSIS

In [9], the three displacement components u1; u2; u3 and
@u3
@x1

;
@u3
@x2

; urot �
1

2

 
@u2
@x1

�
@u1
@x2

!

(six components altogether) at a single internal point were given as measured data, and
an algorithm was proposed for the inverse analysis. In this paper, we will assume that the
displacement components (u1; u2; u3) are measured at more than one internal points.

Case when Traction is Applied at a Single Point

We will follow the argument in the previous section, with the traction � and its point of
application on the boundary xn unknown. In equation (4), all the unknown tractions and
displacement vectors in T 1;U 2 can be expressed as a�ne transformations of � . Moreover,
since in our case, u = 0 on �(D), and t = 0 on �(N) except for �n where � is applied, in
fact T 1;U 2 can be expressed as linear transformations of � . (Note that u(zi) = 0:)

Hence, from equation (6), the displacement u(zi) at each internal observation point
zi; (i = 1; � � � ;m) can be expressed as a linear transformation of � , that is

u(zi) = Ai(xn)� ;

where Ai(xn) is a 3� 3 matrix that does not depend on � :
Thus, the applied traction � and the position xn where it is applied on the boundary

can be determined as the � and xn which realize

min
� ;xn

kû� uk2: (7)

Here, û is the vector obtained by aligning the displacement vectors ûi observed at the
internal points zi (i = 1; � � � ; m) in a column, that is,

û =

2
664
û1
...
ûm

3
775 :

u is the vector obtained by aligning u(zi) vertically, that is,

u = A(xn)� =

2
664

A1
...

Am

3
775 � : (8)
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When xn is �xed, A is a constant matrix whose column vectors are linearly independent.
Thus, as in [9], the traction � which minimizes (7) is given, using the generalized inverse
of A, by

� = (ATA)�1ATû: (9)

Hence, equation (7) becomes

min
xn

kfI � A(ATA)�1ATgûk2; (10)

where we have used the matrix de�ned in equation (8), unlike in [9]. The ~xn which min-
imizes equation (10) among all the position of the boundary elements xn(1 � n � N) in
�(N), is the position where the traction is applied, which was to be determined. Substitut-
ing this ~xn in equation (10), we obtain the traction ~� which was also to be determined.

Case when Tractions are Applied at More than One Points

When tractions are applied at more than one points, a similar procedure can be per-
formed. Assume that m0 tractions � j (j = 1; � � � ;m0) are applied at unknown positions xnj

on the boundary. Then, from equation (4), all the unknown quantities on the boundary
can be expressed as a sum of linear transformations of � j. Hence, from equation (6), the
displacement u(zi) at each observation point zi (i = 1; � � � ;m) can be expressed as a sum
of linear transformations of � j, that is,

u(zi) =
m0X
j=1

Aij(xnj )� j ; (11)

where Aij(xnj) is a 3 � 3 matrix which does not depend on � j. Hence, the applied trac-
tions � j and their respective positions xnj (j = 1; � � � ;m0) where they are applied on the
boundary are those that realize

min
� j ;xnj

kû� uk2: (12)

Here, û is the vector obtained by aligning the observed internal displacements in a column.
u is the vector obtained by aligning u(zi) of equation (11) in a column, that is,

u =
m0X
j=1

A(xnj )� j =
m0X
j=1

2
664

A1j
...

Amj

3
775 � j =

2
66664

A11 A12 � � � A1m0

A21 A22 � � � A2m0

...
...

. . .
...

Am1 Am2 � � � Amm0

3
77775

2
66664
� 1

� 2
...

�m0

3
77775 :

Next, let

A =

2
66664

A11 A12 � � � A1m0

A21 A22 � � � A2m0

...
...

. . .
...

Am1 Am2 � � � Amm0

3
77775 ; � 0 =

2
66664

� 1

� 2
...

�m0

3
77775 ;

and �x all the positions xnj where the tractions are applied. Then, since A is a constant
matrix whose column vectors are linearly independent as in equation(8), the tractions � 0

which minimize equation (12) is given using the generalized inverse of A as

� 0 = (ATA)�1ATû: (13)
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Hence, equation (12) can be rewritten as

min
xnj

kfI � A(ATA)�1ATgûk2: (14)

The positions (~xn1; ~xn2 � � � ; ~xnm0
) which minimizes equation (14) among all combinations

for choosing m0 elements from all the boundary elements in �(N), are the positions where
the tractions are applied.

Evaluating equation (13) for these (~xn1; ~xn2 � � � ; ~xnm0
) gives the applied tractions at

these points.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The above algorithms for the inverse analysis were implemented for the three-dimensional
problem, and numerical experiment results will be presented in order to demonstrate the
e�ectiveness of the algorithm.

The experiment model is a hemisphere of radius 22mm made of elastic material (silicon
rubber) with Young's modulus 5:0�106 Pa and Poisson's ratio near 0:5, just as in the actual
tactile sensor proposed in [1, 2]. The base of the hemisphere is �xed (no displacement) and
tractions are applied at some points on the hemisphere.

For the boundary element discretization of the model, 8 elements along the radius of the
base of the hemisphere, 16 elements along the longitude and 8 elements along the latitude
of the hemisphere were taken, resulting in 64 elements on the base and 128 elements on
the hemisphere with a total of 192 elements, and the node of each element was taken at
the centre of each element, as shown in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: Boundary element discretization (left : hemispherical surface, right : base), where
the points denote the nodes.

Case when Traction is Applied at a Single Point

The numerical experiment was done as follows. First, the forward problem was com-
puted for a point traction of magnitude 300 Pa and arbitrary direction applied at some
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point on the hemisphere. The displacements caused by this traction at several (two or
four) internal points were then computed. The coordinates of the internal points were:

(Case of 2 internal points) � � � (1; 1; 17); (�1;�1; 17);
(Case of 4 internal points) � � � (1; 1; 17); (�1;�1; 17); (1;�1; 17); (�1; 1; 17) (unit: mm);

reecting feasible positions for placing the ultra sound cells for displacement measurements
in the actual tactile sensor. The magnitude of the resulting displacements at the internal
points were O(1)mm.

Then, for the inverse problem, `measurement' errors of either O(10�5)mm,
O(10�3)mm or O(10�2)mm were added to the displacement results obtained by the forward
analysis, and then the inverse problem of estimating the applied traction was solved using
the proposed algorithm. The same experiment was done, changing the position xn where
the traction � was applied.

As a result, when the error of the displacement measurement was O(10�5)mm or
O(10�3)mm, the position where the traction was applied was correctly estimated, and the
relative error of the estimated traction (size and components) were O(10�5) and O(10�3),
respectively, whether the number of internal points for displacement measurement were two
or four. This is reasonable, since the number of unknowns for the traction and its position
is six altogether, which can be matched by the number of components of the displacement
information for two internal points.

Fig.4 shows the relative error of the estimated traction as the latitude of the position
where the traction was applied changed, with the longitude �xed. Displacement was given
at two interior points with `measurement' error of O(10�3)mm. The relative error of the
estimated traction size and x; y; z components were derived by dividing the respective
absolute error by the size of the traction. The relative error of the estimated traction is
seen to be O(10�3).
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Figure 4: Case when traction is applied at a single point. ( Relative error of estimated
traction vs. Latitude of the position where the traction is applied. Two interior points for
displacement measurement with error: O(10�3)mm. )

When the error of the displacement measurement was O(10�2)mm, the estimated po-
sition of the traction ~xn was di�erent from the true position, and the estimated traction
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~� was far from the true traction, whether the number of internal points for displacement
measurement were two or four. In practice, the usual resolution of the sensor for dis-
placement measurement embedded in the tactile sensor in [1, 2, 9] is O(10�2)mm for each
displacement component (ux; uy; uz), and it takes a long time to improve that resolution
to O(10�3)mm by taking averages over a large number of measurements.

Therefore, we still need to improve the inverse analysis for the case when the error of
the displacement measurement is O(10�2)mm. This may be done by using regularization
techniques, re�ning the discretization, or optimizing the position of the internal points for
displacement measurement.

The computations were done on a 200MHz PC. The precomputation for the matrix set
up took 19 seconds, while the actual search for the inverse analysis took only one second,
which is su�ciently small for real-time application.

Case when Tractions are Applied at Two Points

Next, we will test the inverse algorithm for the case when two tractions are applied on
the same hemispherical model. This time, displacement measurements are given at four
interior points, which are now necessary to identify the two tractions and the points where
they are applied.

Similar to the previous case, `measurement errors' are added to the forward analysis
results, and the measurement accuracy required to identify the position of the two tractions
will be observed. The size of the two tractions are 300 Pa, and the directions of the
tractions are taken at random. The position where one of the tractions is applied is �xed
at longitude= �=16 and latitude= 13�=32 radians. The position of the other traction is
varied.
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Figure 5: Case when tractions are applied at two points. ( Lines: Relative error of the
estimated tractions, Bar: Necessary precision (mm) for the displacement measurement at
the internal points vs. Latitude of the position where the second traction is applied. Four
interior points for displacement measurement.)
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In Fig. 5, the relative error of the estimated traction (size and x; y; z components) are
shown in lines, and the necessary precision (mm) for the displacement measurement at the
internal points is shown in bars, as the latitude of the position where the second traction
is applied is varied. For most positions, the position of the two tractions are correctly
estimated and the relative error of the estimated traction is O(10�2) if the measurement
precision for the internal displacement is O(10�3)mm. However, more precision is required
when the two points where the tractions are applied are close together. In this case the
inverse analysis is ill-posed and regularization is required.

This time, the computation time for the exact search in the inverse analysis was 160
seconds, since the total number of combinations for the positions where two tractions are
applied is signi�cantly larger than for one. Heuristic iterative algorithms were attempted to
reduce the number of searches without success. This was because the optimization problem
for equation (14) has many local minimums. Therefore, a more e�cient implementation of
the exact search algorithm is required to speed-up the process so that it may be used in
real-time application.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an inverse algorithm using the boundary element method
for estimating tractions and the position where they are applied on the boundary of a
three-dimnsional elastic body, from information of displacement at internal points of the
body caused by the tractions.

Numerical experiments for a model tactile sensor showed that for a single traction,
when the measurement error of the internal displacement is less than O(10�3)mm, the
applied traction and its position can be estimated with su�cient accuracy, with two inter-
nal points for displacement measurement. However, when the measurement error of the
internal displacement was O(10�2)mm, the estimation was not satisfactory, and one needs
to improve the inverse analysis using regularization techniques, re�nement of the mesh, or
optimization of the position of the internal points for measuring the displacements, etc.

For the case when tractions are applied at two points, similar results were obtained,
although more measurement precision is required when the points are close together. The
search for the inverse analysis also needs to be made more e�cient for this case.
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